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This document describes the topographic surveys and the data collected by
the Anglian Coastal Monitoring project.

The survey
How we collect topographic data
To measure beach conditions, a team of surveyors walk defined transect lines taking elevation measurements. The
survey starts at a minimum of 20 m inland of the sea defence, this may be a seawall, cliff or sand dune, and will run to
the Mean Low Water Spring tide level. Measurements are taken at every 10 m or change in gradient, geology, substrate
and habitat type. Surveyors note the substrate type at each surveyed point and this is coded into the output text file.
The surveys give us a cross section profile through the onshore coastal zone at least twice a year.
Topographic surveys are carried out on foot by a surveyor with a GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) staff,
which is receiving coordinate corrections from a survey base station or the OS active network (OSNET). The survey
base station is set up over one of many Control Stations on the east coast. These are points that have been observed
for a prolonged period of time to give an accurate elevation level to +/- 10 mm, these sites are therefore considered to
be known levels. A High Order E1 Station will be observed over at least one multiple of a full tidal cycle.

Figure 1: Left: A topographic surveyor with GNSS staff walking a transect line. Right: Surveyors using ATVs to collect elevation
levels as they drive along the beach.
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The base station and surveyor’s roving GNSS receivers are simultaneously receiving data from at least four satellites.
The precise locations of the satellites are known, therefore the GNSS receivers can calculate their own position on the
ground from a signal received from these satellites. The base station remains at the control point for the duration of the
survey, it computes the difference between the coordinate calculated from the satellite positions and its known position
and transmits those differences to the GNSS rovers enabling cm level accuracy of position and elevation at the coast.
The expected accuracy of current Kinematic GNSS data collectors is a horizontal precision of 15 mm and a vertical
precision of 10 mm. Our older data would be expected to be less accurate, especially prior to the introduction of GPS
surveys in 2001. The surveyor is able to pre-programme the transect bearing and coordinates, and can check an LCD
screen on the rover unit to accurately stay on line when walking the survey.
The project has been surveying transects along the east coast from Grimsby to Southend-on-Sea every winter and
summer since 1991. This means we have built up a dataset extending over 25 years, which shows changes in the
profile of the beach, and trends of sediment movement over this time. This allows us to assess changes in beach width,
slope and volume, and to describe trends in beach behaviour and its variability. It shows whether the beach is eroding
through the loss of sediment or growing; either in elevation or beach width. We can also determine where along the
transect this is happening, for example whether sediment is moving from the lower beach to the upper beach. We can
also identify if a beach is steepening or developing a flatter gradient, which will influence how waves act on the beach
and its stability.
Along some areas of our coast increased spatial and temporal monitoring is required. This may be to assess the natural
processes and their impacts on the beach, or to monitor the management activities put in place by the Environment
Agency or Maritime Local authorities. This may mean a higher number of transects surveyed across a frontage or
surveying more frequently than every winter and summer. Where we need to have a greater coverage of elevation
measurements in an area, we may survey a grid pattern, rather than a transect line. For example in Lincsolnshire we
use a quad bike to provide elevation measurements covering all of the beach from Mablethorpe to Gibraltar Point. The
data allows us to build a digital surface model (DSM) of the beach to inform renourishment of the Mablethorpe to
Skegness beaches and assess how the beach has changed over the winter and how well it has retained this sediment.

Figure 2: Left: The location of elevation measurements taken from walked and ATV surveys on the beach at Chapel Point,
Lincolnshire. Middle: A surface model created from the elevation measurements. Right: An elevation change map showing the
different in height of the DSM to the previous year DSM. The red patches are areas that have lowered in height, or eroded and the
blue areas have accredited sand.
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In the summer campaign the surveyor will take three photographs at each transect line. The first looking inland towards
the sea defence, another looking out to sea; down the transect, and a third photo across the transect; along the line of
defence. These photographs are delivered as .jpg images and accompany the survey text files. These photographs
provide a time series of how our beaches have changed over the years, or a quick assessment of impacts following a
storm or flood event.

Beach survey data are sometimes combined with hydrographic surveys in order to gain a representation through all of
the foreshore and the intertidal area. Single beam bathymetry will be collected along the same bearing as the onshore
transects surveyed by the topographic surveyor, allowing the two datasets to be joined.

Figure 3: Survey photos showing the changing profile of the shingle beach at Slaughden, Suffolk.

Specification
Surveys are conducted according to the latest version of the Environment Agency's National Standard Contract and
Specification For Surveying Services, Standard Technical Specifications.

Survey timing
Topographic surveys are carried out to coincide with the time of Low Water, usually on a Spring tide in order to achieve
the required seaward extent.
There are two seasonal campaigns of survey, in the Winter (January to March) and in the Summer (June to September).
In addition, some transects are surveyed quarterly and so include Spring and Autumn surveys or may even be on a
monthly basis for the duration of a scheme or project.
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The data
Data outputs
The output survey data are supplied as ASCII text files in an EA Standard format, which includes chainage, easting,
northing, elevation and substrate information for each observation point. This file format allows the data to be loaded
into any GIS or suitable software such as Mathwork’s MATLAB, CH2M’s SANDS database or Microsoft Excel.

Figure 4: Surveyors alongside a base station preparing for a survey at Hunstanton, The Wash.

Figure 5: Plotted topographic survey data of three surveys at Thorpeness, Suffolk, showing changes in the beach profile. The Blue
line shows the profile of the beach in January 2009, the green line in February 2013 and the red line is a survey in April 2013.
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Chainage, Easting, Northing and elevation
Chainage is used to identify a linear land distance from a fixed point of origin or a zero chainage point (ZCP). The
distance along a transect line from the ZCP is measured in metres. Chainage is the level distance of the transect, not
a measure of beach slope. It is the profile cross section that shows the undulations in ground level and changes in slope
of the beach. A transect zero chainage point is rarely the start of a survey, the ZCP was historically the location of a
‘P1’ control point and site of a brass marker. It was necessary for the brass marker to be embedded in a flat and stable
substrate such as a promenade or sea wall. Surveys are now required to start landwards of any defence present and
so most transects will start with a negative chainage value. Surveyors will always take a measurement at the ZCP along
a transect. Where the beach or cliff has eroded back, and the transect has moved landwards the ZCP may no longer
exist. In these circumstances a new control point or ‘P2’ point is established. Profiles are traditionally plotted with the
chainage increasing from left to right, or as viewing the cross section looking north on the east coast.
Eastings and Northings are a geographic coordinate system employed to identify a point on the Ordnance Survey
National Grid. Each survey measurement collected details an easting (along the base x axis of a grid tile) and northing
(along the y axis of a tile) reference on the National Grid. The reference is the distance from the 0,0 coordinate origin,
which is located beyond the south west coast of England, e.g E 6283 and N 2314 is a point in a tile over Essex. The
longer the easting and northing numbers the more precise they are as a location on the National Grid, for example a
six figure number is metre accurate.
Elevation is stated in metres to Ordnance Datum Newlyn (ODN). Ordnance Datum Newlyn is a vertical datum used to
measure heights across Great Britain, the zero of which is the mean sea level recorded at Newlyn, Cornwall, between
1915 and 1921.

Data use considerations
The beach profile survey data are the output of many observations along a transect, these provide a cross section or
shape of the beach at one location. Repeat surveys show the variability of this cross section only, and not all of the
variability occurring across the frontage. Similarly a volume ‘cut’ measurement of that cross section is not a measure of
the volume of the whole beach or area between transects. Profiles may indicate changes occurring to a beach but they
do not capture all geographic variability.
The survey is a measurement of the beach profile on the survey date. The coast is subject to natural variation, and
beaches are continually altered by wind and waves. On each tide the beach and its profile may be re-shaped. Long
term monitoring can show the general profile patterns and shape of a beach, it can reveal seasonal variability and
trends in sediment movement, either on the beach or to/from the wider system. The longer the time series duration,
and number of surveys, the better the potential for understanding these changes and patterns. However within a long
time series of data any trend may change. A pattern of accretion may be observed for many years and quite suddenly
change to one of erosion for a period of time. The topographic survey data should be considered in association with
other datasets such as meteorological and hydrodynamic information showing the forcing factors acting on that beach,
and also human intervention; construction works such as sea defences or possible nourishment activities.

Figure 6: Surveys at Blakeney Point, Norfolk, the profiles of later surveys are compared against a 2012 profile to assess changes
in elevation (red shows erosion, and green highlights areas of accretion along the profile).
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